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FOREWORD
By Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Dear Friends and Readers

We all know how precious time is and how
we all have the same opportunity to use it over the course of our
lives. Some people like to accomplish something meaningful.
Others will just let time slip through their fingers while continu-
ing to live in an unrealistic dreamlike and/or fantasy world.

None of us can deny that we all did some daydreaming when
we were young. However, if the dream is not practical and can-
not be fulfilled, then it will never become a reality. After many
years, our dreams begin to accumulate and we start to realize that
even though they’re important, reality is even more important.

Before turning 35, I mixed my dream with heavy doses of
reality. However, when I turned 40, I became more conscious and
aware of the fact that if I continued on the same path the dream
would be more important than reality — little or nothing would
change before I died. Gradually, I learned how to adjust my
dream and also learned not to be disappointed when I failed. I
kept trying and relied on a strong will and perseverance. I knew
the biggest obstacle in fulfilling my dream was laziness. 

My White Crane master reminded us repeatedly, “You are
your biggest enemy. If you learn how to conquer yourself, you
can accomplish almost everything you wish.” The first step
towards conquering your emotional bondage is to conquer your
laziness. It is amazing that when I discussed this with all of my
students, everyone seemed to know about this, but not too many
actually accomplished it.

From my own personal experience, there are three things that
have helped me to conquer myself. The first is meditation.
Through meditation, I learned to strengthen my wisdom mind
(Yi). And the more I meditate, the more my mind is clear about
this. Second, never allow your emotional mind (Xin) to enter the
controlling territory too far. Whenever my emotional mind start-
ed clashing with my wisdom mind, I gave it a chance to listen. If
the emotional mind started to repeat itself once the decision had
been made by the wisdom mind, I simply shut it off. For exam-
ple, often before running to the mountain for my routine practice,
my emotional mind would try to argue why I should skip that
day. The excuses would range from too much homework, too
tired, sick, my mother needs me, etc. However, I knew that if my
wisdom mind surrendered even once, then the second would fol-
low. Third, set up an appointment time so your emotional mind
cannot persevere. Often, I would set up practice sessions with my
classmates. To fulfill my promise, I was always there. Fortunate-
ly, we did not have cell phones as we do today. So, once we
arranged for an appointment, it was hard to break.

I realize that each one of us has a different path of life to fol-
low. I also know that we must face life’s challenges and solve the
problems encountered . It is through this experience that our spir-
its grow and mature. If we do not encounter some difficulty along
the way, then life will not have much meaning. 

There is an old saying: “Those who grow up in heaven will
never know they are in heaven and thus will not appreciate it.”

We all live in a matrix. Do we dare to jump out of it anytime
we want or be satisfied in living our lives without making posi-
tive changes?

Book Review
Taekwondo Spirit and Practice
By Grand Master Richard Chun
$15.95 177 pages  ISBN 1-886969-22-1

This is a book that adults and children alike
should enjoy immensely.

Dr. Chun begins his adventurous martial arts
journey by telling the reader what prompted him to pursue Taek-
wondo.

He takes the reader to Seoul, South Korea just before the start of
the Korean War. From there, he explains eloquently why Taekwondo
is a noble and positive recreation for children offering them chal-
lenges and lessons that they will reflect upon for their entire lives

When writing autobiographies, some authors often have trouble
deciding whether to write about every experience and encounter
they’ve had over the course of their lives. And that’s where Dr. Chun
shines.

He says, “Just as it was necessary to highlight certain experiences
that related to my life as a martial artist, there are specific people that
I must acknowledge. Without these people in my life, this book
would not have come into fruition.”

This is not Dr. Chun’s first literary accomplishment. His book
Taekwondo, written in 1976, was published at a time when this little
known martial art began making some inroads across America.

According to Dr Chun, there were over several hundred Taek-
wondo schools as well as many university and college martial arts
clubs, yet it (Taekwondo) still was not officially recognized as a sport
in this country.

Many of Dr. Chun’s observations about martial arts and Taek-
wondo in particular reflect a positive attitude towards the meaning
of life. He believes that there are universal values in human nature –
inner strength, a positive self-image, and a strong moral character,
that when sufficiently developed in an individual, keep one’s life
always in an evolutionary direction.

To be a true martial artist, he added, you must be aware of the
completeness of the tradition and philosophy and develop both these
inner and outer aspects.

Read how Taekwondo played a major role in Grand Master
Chun’s pursuit of life in America. You’ll cheer him on as he over-
comes the difficulties a non-English speaking immigrant encounters
in the USA. And you’ll admire him for sticking with his strong belief
in what martial arts can do to nurture one’s desire to pursue a better
way of life.
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The Illusion of Rank
What does a title really mean?

MICHAEL ROSENBAUM

Not long ago I ran into an old karate friend of mine.
We met while working out at the same dojo back

in the 70s. Since then our paths have repeatedly crossed for
almost three decades. On this particular day, we bumped
into each other in the public library. After a quick hand-
shake our conversation turned as it always does to martial
arts. 

I was curious and asked him about his training and if he still
worked out with the same instructor. “No,” he answered. “Funny
thing about that, my sensei got promoted to sixth dan and then
insisted that everyone call him master.” 

At first I thought he was joking, but his
facial expression told me otherwise. After
being promoted to sixth dan, his sensei did
indeed request that all of his students address
him as master. I thought to myself: “How
bizarre.” Especially when I took into account
that my colleague had almost 40 years of mar-
tial arts experience and had started his training
long before this newly promoted master was
born. 

After listening to his story, the only thing
that I could think of to say was, “I’m sorry to
hear that.” 

“Me to,” he replied. “But there’s always
someone else out there.”

In 1976, when I began studying Isshinryu
Karate, the title of “master” was usually
reserved for Tatsuo Shimabuku, the system’s
founder. For everyone else the title of master
was used and sometimes replaced by the term “Sensei” as in Sen-
sei Bohan or Sensei Long. However, times have changed. The term
master is used quite frequently today and with this change has
also come some questions concerning the use of this word. 

In my first book: Okinawa’s Complete Karate System Isshinryu, I
stated the following about our preoccupation with rank: “With very
few exceptions, our ranking structures and political organizations are
more concerned with organizing tournaments and not the development of
the individual. It does not matter if a practitioner has been involved in the
martial arts thirty years. If this person walks into a tournament without
that black, or red and white belt around their waist, they will more than
likely find themselves on the sidelines instead of their expertise being
called upon to help officiate”. (Page 105) I still stand by my statement
and firmly believe that many of the issues surrounding the Kyu-
Dan ranking system need to be addressed. 

Far to often you will see high- ranking practitioners abusing
their positions, which in turn creates disharmony and fallout
amongst the system’s rank and file members. Unfortunately, the
fallout often taints the positive contributions made by those who
have justly earned their rank through decades of hard work and
devotion. Not only does this apply to Isshinryu, but the martial
arts community as well. 

The problems we find associated with our modern ranking

structure have been greatly accentuated by Westerners, but they
are not new to karate, or the history of the fighting arts. 

The beginning of the Kyu-Dan ranking structure: The Kyu-
Dan ranking structure is not an ancient warrior tradition as many
have been led to believe. In fact the system itself is more than 100 

years old. It didn’t evolve from a classical martial arts system
like the koryu bujutsu nor was it developed by the Samurai.
Today’s kyu-dan ranking structure was developed instead by
modern Judo’s father Kano Jigoro. Kano was of the peasant class,
his family owned a saki mill and they were considered at the bot-
tom of the Japanese society because they were merchants. (Draeger
p.1 Ranking Systems) As a youth, he was not in robust health. Seek-
ing to improve his health, he embarked on a physical fitness rou-
tine that included baseball, hiking and gymnastics. After seeing
much improvement due to these activities, he decided to begin
jujutsu training.

Kano soon proved himself a dedicat-
ed and hearty student. During the course
of his training he studied various forms of
jujutsu as well as other classical bujutsu
styles. Jujutsu however, during this peri-
od, was in a state of decline due to misuse
by many of its exponents who either used
their skills on the untrained or else exhib-
ited them to crowds of people for a fee.
(Draeger Modern Budo & Bujutsu p.113)
Kano sought to correct these shortcom-
ings and restore a positive image to jujut-
su. He envisioned a system, that would
not only encompass elements of self-
defense, but would also develop health
and spirit in its practitioners; a system
that would appeal to people of all walks
of life. His creation was called Kodokan
Judo and it was an eclectic blend of all the
systems he had previously studied.

In developing his Judo, Kano also sought a method to judge
the proficiency of his students and yet at the same time a way in
which to allow them to compete with one another in a fair manner
without mismatched skills. To accomplish his goal, he devised the
Kyu-Dan ranking structure (kyu being lower ranks and dan being
those of the upper ranks) commonly known as black belt today. 

Kano’s standards were as high then as they are today even
though the competitive element has often taken precedence over
others stressed in his original teachings. In addition to helping him
establish a competitive form for his students, the kyu-dan ranking
structure also aided Kano in the promotion of his Judo. 

Unlike the classical bujutsu systems, which may require up to
eight years training before the first level is reached, the modern
budo forms such as judo and karate a shodan (first degree black
belt) level can be reached in as little as two, or three years. Thus
you have a criteria that appeals to the masses as opposed to the
classical methods whose rigid requirements did not. Many classi-
cal systems such as the koryu bujutsu in fact discouraged mass
marketing approaches and instead preferred to focus on small
groups of highly dedicated individuals.

When Okinawan Karate was introduced to Japan during the
early 20th century, it adopted the kyu-dan ranking system in an
effort to facilitate a criteria for qualified instructors. This was
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Kudos for Kano: Professor Kano Jigoro,
founder of Kodokan Judo College

Photos: Kodokan Judo Institute



because of requirements laid down by the Dai Nippon Butoku-kai
concerning the teaching of Karate in Japan. These requirements
also resulted in training attire being worn by karate-ka, along with
the use of standardized kata and techniques all of which made the
Okinawans fighting art more uniformed in nature. The Butoku-kai
also for the first time issued the
titles of, Hanshi, Kyoshi, and
Renshi to those budo practi-
tioners considered distin-
guished in their particular
fields. However, as well inten-
tioned as this approach was it
did not put those Okinawans
who were the most qualified to
teach their native fighting arts
into positions of issuing these
ranks.  

Patrick McCarthy in his
book: Ancient Okinawan Martial
Arts

Volume 2 points out that the Butoku-kai designated Konishi
Yasuhiro as an official to issue these certifications even though
Yasuhiro had been a student of Motobu Choki, Funakoshi, Miyagi
Chojun and Mabuni Kenwa. McCarthy adds that: “The move was
supported by most karate-ka, but did not sit well with everyone, especial-
ly Funakoshi and Miyagi.” (p.27) McCarthy also points out that there
was then, just as there is today with some upper ranking karate-
ka, ill feelings between some of the Okinawans who brought
Karate to Japan. Concerning this relationship McCarthy says of
Motobu and Funakoshi that: “Regarded as a master fighter, Motobu
Choki insisted that the scholar Funakoshi Gichin was an imposter whose
karate, although elegant, was ineffective because he had no idea of its
applications; however, because of his tricky behavior and eloquent expla-
nations, Motobu felt Funakoshi was able to deceive many.”(p.131).

Likewise the long held belief by many Americans that the
guidelines of the kyu-dan ranking system were strictly enforced
and that there were no premature promotions in the early days of
karate is also in question. 

Famed Goju-ryu practitioner, Gogen, Yamaguchi, began his
karate training in 1929 under the tutelage of Chojun Miyagi but by
1935, with only 6 years of training, Yamaguchi had organized the
All-Japan Goju-Kai Karate Do Association and was its chief
instructor. (Corcoran and Farkas p.396). Likewise Eizo Shimabuku
younger brother of Isshinryu’s founder Tatsuo was named grand-
master of the shobayashi sect of Shorin-ryu at age 20 by Chotoku-
Kyan and was later promoted to the rank of 10th dan at the age of
34 by Kangen Toyama. (Corcoran and Farkas p.377) When examin-
ing historical events it appears that human nature recognizes no
boundaries be they of race or nationality when it comes to rank
and title. Today the Kyu-Dan ranking structure is used not only by
Japanese Budo practitioners but a host of other styles and systems
many of which are not of Japanese or Okinawan heritage.
In part two of this article, Michael J. Rosenbaum writes about how titles
were earned and the respect that went along with them. Rosenbaum is the
is the author of: Okinawa’s Complete Karate System Isshinryu & The
Fighting Arts Their Evolution From Secret Societies To Modern
Times.  

The Best of the Best
Know your instructors

DAN HOOD

Carol and Joseph (Joe) Best have more in common
than just their last names. Not only did they meet

at the same martial arts academy in 1975, marry in 1986,
and become the proud parents of two lovely children, Zen-
zele, 8, and Ayinde, 3 but today they teach Tai Chi at Yang’s
Martial Arts Academy in Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
I had a chance to sit down with this “dynamic duo” recently to
discuss what it’s like trying to balance parenthood, their careers
and teaching.
WHEN DID YOU
BECOME
INVOLVED IN
THE MARTIAL
ARTS?
Carol: In the mid-
seventies, my par-
ents started me in
Karate as an extra-
curricular activity. I
tried it for one sum-
mer in my early
teens, and returned
when I entered my
senior year in high
school.
Joe: I dabbled in
Judo in the late ‘60s,
but began to study
Uechi Ryu Karate-
Do in earnest in the
summer of ‘70. I did
this in order not to
get beaten up by my
friends and associates during the first week of high school initia-
tion.
WHERE DID YOU MEET AND WHEN?
Carol: At Mattson Academy of Karate on Hancock Street in
Boston’s Government Center. It’s no longer there.
Joe: We met there in 1975, became a couple in ‘78, and got mar-
ried in ‘86. 
WHAT CITY OR TOWN ARE YOU FROM AND HOW
LONG HAVE YOU LIVED THERE?
Carol: I’m a Bostonian born and bred. I split my college years
between Babson in Wellesley and U-Mass Boston.
Joe: I spent my developmental or “wonder years” in Cambridge,
Mass., right through college. 
HOW MUCH OF AN EFFORT IS IT TAKING CARE OF
TWO CHILDREN, HAVE OTHER JOBS AND STILL
TEACH TAI CHI?
Carol: It varies. When Zenzele was very young, I used to put her
on my back and teach. Now, I have to adjust my teaching sched-
ule to coordinate with their school schedule, so lately that has lim-
ited my class time at YMAA. As far as work goes, I’m lucky on
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No way out: Once Professor
Kano slapped a hold on his
opponent, the match usually

ended

Proper form: Joe Best (right) guides a stu-
dent through twist body, parry and punch



two counts. First, I work at YMAA Publication Center in Roslin-
dale so I’m involved in the martial arts community at work. Sec-
ond, my job is flexible and I was able to telecommute until our
c h i l d r e n
s t a r t e d
school.
J o e :
(Smiling)
Remember
that guy
on the Ed
S u l l i v a n
Show? (if
you’re old
e n o u g h ) ,
The one
who would
b a l a n c e
and spin
dozens of
plates in
the air that
were supported by long flexible sticks? Well, (compared to par-
enthood) he had it easy.
DO YOU SEE AN EFFORT BY YOUR DAUGHTER TO
PURSUE MARTIAL ARTS?
Carol: Zenzele’s at the age where she’s trying many activities.
She does train some martial arts at home with us, but she has not
expressed interest in formal classes yet. She’s had dance classes,
but right now she takes swimming classes and does some Yoga at
home. Ayinde’s following in her footsteps; he likes to copy her
every move.
Joe: Both my daughter and son appreciate the physical aspects of
the arts, and at this stage of course, it’s all a game to them (as well
as it should be). But as time goes on, I think they’ll learn to under-
stand the more subtle and profound attributes involved. The idea
presently is to provide a home school environment where we can
practice together as a family and share our knowledge and experi-
ences. If after this initial introduction, either of them wishes to
focus on a particular style or art wherever or whenever, then that’s
great. We only hope to establish a strong foundation on which to
build upon. So, to answer your question more succinctly, I recog-
nize more of a curiosity as opposed to an effort on their part in
pursuance of the martial arts.
WHO, IF ANYONE, INTRODUCED YOU TO MARTIAL
ARTS?
Carol: George Mattson and Bob Campbell were the head and chief
instructors respectively at Mattson Academy. My training in the
Chinese martial arts began at the Chinese Wushu Research Insti-
tute, with Master Bow Sim Mark and her sister Su-Yin Mark.
(Smiling) It was great to study at a school with a female in charge.
Joe: No one person in particular. The mysticism, athleticism and
precision that I observed at a young age as well as the sense of
poise that was often exhibited by those who practiced the martial
arts commanded my attention. I’ve been hooked ever since.

Island paradise offers more than
just tourism

Lisa Williams  was born in the United Kingdom,
introduced to yoga at 14, in 1984, and then to Tai Chi

at 25, in 1995. But that’s only a brief part of her story. Some-
where along the way she found her island in the sun.
Williams says there’s a good reason why she loves Grenada.

“I came to Grenada in 1993 with my parents, as my mother is
originally from the island. So I’ve been here for ten years now.” 

Not many people know about her style of Tai Chi so she pro-
vided a brief history. 

“I learned Tibetan Tai Chi from Jean-Pierre Crameri right
here in Grenada. I have been teaching beginners’ Tai Chi now

for 7 years. I try to allow people to experience their body in a dif-
ferent way than they may have been used to, with pure awareness
that comes from deep concentration and with no judgement of
their capabilities or emotions.”

No matter what the style is, there’s always one energy force
that Williams says should never be overlooked.

“I hope that people can connect with the feeling of the chi
flowing more freely around their body and enjoy the sense of
peace and calm that can come from movement with awareness.

It can be so useful because it allows a person to experience
mastery over their movements in such a gentle way, appreciating
what the body can do.”

Williams likes working in groups because she finds it inter-
esting. “People learn to adjust to others differences in speed, abil-
ity etc. Just simply slowing down is a big adjustment for people in
the beginning, and becoming aware of where they hold on to ten-
sion in the body. It helps you to let go of psychological barriers to
your own happiness and brings you nearer to an appreciation of
the Universe as vibrating with energy.”

What is the difference between Yoga and Taiji? “Yoga has
many different styles and approaches, just like Tai Chi does. There
are “softer” and “harder” approaches. The physical form of yoga,
known as hatha yoga can take the form of static postures or flow-
ing ones. The flowing ones are more similar to Tai Chi in that their
is a constant flow from one movement to the next with no gaps.
Yoga of course was not developed as a martial art, but its similar-
ities include the fact you are working with the energy field around
the body and the energy (known as prana in yoga) flow within the
body, though there are differences in emphases about how and
where the energy flows.” 

According to Williams Tibetan form is closer to the Indian tra-
ditions of yoga and meditation. Because of the lack of visibility
and relative secrecy of the practioners, not much has been written
down and there are only a few teachers in the U.S. in places like
New Mexico. Lama Pai, as it is known, is the practice of the
Tibetan monks. There have been many different lineages with dif-
ferent styles. Circular movements are common, and there are 24
different sections to learn. (See page 5 of the April 2003 YMAA
newsletter for more information) 

Williams’ hobbies include writing fiction and building up her
charity, the Grenada Children’s Library Project, through which
she collects books and computers for distribution to schools and
libraries throughout the island. 

She and her husband have a 6-year-old daughter.
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Best time: (clockwise) Joe, Zenzele, Ayinde and Carol
relax at home



What is “root”?
Time to ponder in search of an answer

BY JEFF PRATT

Several weeks ago in a Push Hands class, a student
asked me if a person should be “rooted” all the time.

My response was “Yes, A person should root constantly.” I
was then asked how could a person move, let alone fight if
he or she was “rooted”? I replied that according to Taijiquan
theory you could not effectively fight unless you were root-
ed. If you are not rooted then offensive and defensive tech-
niques are severely limited. The entire class seemed to share
the puzzlement of the first questioner.  I realized that when
I said “root” the class did not understand what I meant.
People who had practiced Taijiquan for a long time and who
possessed good root were confused.  We spent the rest of the
class discussing “Root.”

What is “root”?  Traditionally “rooting” is a stable and firm
connection with the ground. The mind (Yi) develops this connec-
tion by leading the energy (Qi) from the “Bubbling Well” cavities
(Yong Chen) in the soles of the feet into the ground. When this
connection is established, the center (Dan Tian) of the Taijiquan
practitioner links to the ground. This “root” permits the effective
use of the various martial techniques (Jin), either offensive (Fa Jin)
or defensive (Hua Jin). The deeper the “root” the greater power in
Fa Jin and easier neutralization in Hua Jin.  The depth of the “root”
increases through relaxation of the body, concentration of the
mind, strengthening the spirit, and practice.  Regular practice of
the Taijiquan solo form, fundamental stances, and Push Hand
drills are valuable for “rooting” training.

My own definition of “root” begins with the traditional
meaning and then adjusts according to my experience. I can not in
all honesty say that I feel my Qi leave my body through the Bub-
bling Wells. When I stand, I can not feel this happen. (I hope I will
someday.) However, I can feel my relationship to the ground. I
know when I am stable and in control of my motion. My defini-
tion of “root” is a stable balanced connection to the earth that
allows agile movement, explosive power release, and effective
neutralization of incoming force.  

The difficulty that arises for people is mistaking stagnation
for being “rooted.” In the discussions that followed the initial
questions about “root,” I came to the realization that many of my
students were associating a heavy, weighted feeling with their
“root.”  This feeling is merely dead weight. It’s the resistance of a
stone sitting on the ground to movement. This was my fault. I had
not been clear enough in teaching them the underlying concepts
of Taijiquan. “Root” is dynamic and organic. The adaptability of a
living being is necessary to “root.”  A tree’s root system grows as
needed to anchor against the pull of gravity. Its roots also anchor
it against the force of wind. If you carry a heavy weight up or
down stairs with confidence and do not drop it or trip, then you
get the feeling of rooted movement. Moving Push Hands is mere-
ly a more complex use of the same skills.  

Some of the clues for discerning the difference between “root”
and stagnation are in The Eight Energies and The Five Strategic
Steppings. The Eight Energies are the fundamental kinetic expres-
sions that are inherent in all of the Taijiquan martial applications.
They are Peng, Lu, Gi, An, Tsai, Lie, Tso, and Kao. The Five Strate-

gic Steppings are forward, backward, look to the left, beware the
right, and central equilibrium. In this discussion, we are more
interested in the Five (Strategic) Steppings. It is sufficient to say
that the Eight Energies require a good “root” for effective use.  

The clues are hidden in the Five Steppings. On the surface,
these Five Steppings appear as simple vectors for movement and
taken individually that is what they are. However, when consid-
ered as a whole they indicate a much deeper level of possible
understanding.  Consider them as pairs, forwards and backwards,
look to the left and beware the right and central equilibrium (or
for this argument “up and down.”). Each is paired with its oppo-
site and if one were to illustrate these they would appear like this:

Taken in this fashion the three vectors fix a point in three-
dimensional space.  This point is the Taijiquan practitioner’s cen-
ter of gravity and energy (Dan Tian). When you find your center,
it’s possible to form a “root” relative to the earth. The “root” is the
connection from your center to the earth. Once a “root” forms it is
possible to move the entire body along any of the vectors in a
smooth controlled fashion. The martial application used dictates
movement along the vectors. An interesting point here is that
movement can mean movement of an individual part of the body
or movement of the whole body.  The latter interpretation pro-
vides more insight into “root.”  

Consider again the Five Strategic Steppings, in particular
“look to the left” and “beware the right”. Besides physical move-
ment, what do they mean?  Taijiquan is a martial art; injunctions
like the ones above could mean, “Be aware of your surroundings.”
Since the martial application dictates the movement, what in your
surroundings dictates the application?  Several things, first, the
opponent; what is he doing? Second the immediate conditions of
the terrain; is it a small confined space or out of doors. Is the
ground wet or dry? Finally your intentions; is the best option to
escape?  Do you attempt to kill or merely subdue the opponent?
All these considerations affect tactics.  

Since either my own definition of “root” or the traditional
understanding of “root” require it for effective fighting, the previ-
ous interpretation of The Eight Energies and the Five Strategic
Steppings lead me to the following conclusions. Application of
Taijiquan requires motion. Motion manifests relative to the practi-
tioner’s center (Dan Tian) and in context to the opponent.  Situa-
tion and surroundings dictate the specific type of motion.  Stag-
nation impedes motion so “rooted” motion can not be stagnant.

Inertia is the resistance of an object to a change in its state.
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Unless affected by an outside force, stationary objects usually
remain stationary and moving objects continue to move. In our
discussion, inertia for a taijiquan practitioner at rest is stagnation.
Inertia in a practitioner in motion is momentum. Stagnation slows
our responses and momentum causes predictability. So avoid
stagnation at all costs, but be precise in your movements so
momentum does not control your action and signal your inten-
tion.  Instead of momentum in your movement, you can find the
rhythm in the moment. Allow correct tactics to flow from the sit-
uation. Be spontaneous as a child at play. Momentum is seizing
the moment and acting accordingly. This kind of momentum is
desirable. Stumbling ahead because you have lost your balance is
not.  Discern and utilize advantages for yourself, or weakness in
your opponent. Remember what Sun Tzu said, “Victory can not be
manufactured it can only be discerned.”

The key to “rooting” is sensitivity.  If you are sufficiently sen-
sitive then the precision necessary for “rooted” action is possible.
Dealing with those situations that life thrusts upon us requires
adaptability; ”Rooted like a mountain.” and “Fluid as water flow-
ing through rocks.” are achievable goals. They are the result of
precise “rooted” movement. 

Here are several good ways to develop root: 
Train your fundamental stances. Regular stance training is

essential to developing a good “root.”  Stance training builds leg
strength and an awareness of correct alignment.  

Practice the solo form. Form practice done properly is excel-
lent for developing “root.” Proper form practice means slow
relaxed movement done at a height that the individual finds chal-
lenging, in co-ordination with proper breathe techniques.  Over
time to improve “root”, lower stances and slower movement
build strength and endurance. Once you are comfortable and
“rooted” throughout your slow form, try going faster. Go as fast
as you can and remain “rooted.” Gradually increase the speed
over time. Combat is not done at a slow pace.

Taiji Ball Qigong, the weight of the ball in Taiji Ball Qigong
simulates the demands that Push Hands puts on the body. Taiji
Ball Qigong will provide the best “root”
training that an individual can get without
a partner.  

Push Hands. A lot. This is my favorite
way to build “root.”  Push Hands is the best
way to experience “root.” It is a controlled
situation where risk is minimized while
still providing the challenge of working
with a partner.   

Meditation. Provides the reservoir of
Qi and the inner sensitivity that are vital in
all aspects of Taijiquan. The previous techniques done in conjunc-
tion with meditation provide the best results.

There are other ways to improve “root.” Each practitioner
needs ways of his or her own. Varying techniques keep practice
fresh and stimulating. “Root” and its ramifications on Taijiquan
need to be studied by everyone. I offer the following quotes from
Sun Tzu’s The Art of War: “When the strike of a hawk breaks the body
of its prey, it is because of timing.” And “When torrential water tosses
boulders, it is because of momentum.”

Jeff Pratt is the senior YMAA Taijiquan instructor

YMAA AROUND THE WORLD

A REMINDER

Because of its overwhelming success, World T'ai Chi and
Qigong Day will be held the last Saturday of April every year
on the FraminghamGreen, Framingham Mass. Visit
www.worldtaichiday.org for details.

In his book, The Complete Idiot's Guide to T'ai Chi & Qigong,
the last chapter Do T'ai Chi - Change the World, Bill Douglas
writes about how tai chi & qigong can be effectively used in
education, health care, drug and prison rehabilitation, and at
all levels of society. Douglas, a well known Taijiquan practi-
tioner, is instrumental in organizing the annual World T’ai Chi
and Qigong Day.

IS A NEW TAI CHI FARM
SPRINGING UP?

The Tai Chi Qigong Healing
Center in Holliston, Mass., is plan-
ning a summer camp in the Berkshire
Mountains July 11- 13, 2003. Accord-
ing to Aihan Kuhn, director and
organizer, those who are interested in attending will have a
chance to practice their forms, go hiking and be treated to
entertainment and good, healthy food. For more information
log on to aihan@taichihealing.com. 

HEALTH TIPS

The School of Public Health at the
University of California Berkeley
reports that many studies have found
that weight-bearing exercise can boost
bone density by 2 to 9%. The latest, a
small study from the University of
Florida, looked at healthy women
(average age 69) who started on a

combination program of strength training, stair climbing,
walking and calisthenics for 60 to 90 minutes, three times a
week, for 3 weeks. It found that this regimen boosted their
bone density, as measured at the hip,
by 11%.

If you take calcium supplements,
don’t take more than 500 milligrams
of elemental calcium at a time. The
body absorbs larger amounts less effi-
ciently. If you’re taking 1,000 mil-
ligrams a day, divide the dose and
take half later in the day. Taking the
pills with meals also improves the
absorption of most calcium supplements, especially calcium
carbonate; vitamin D boosts it, too.
NOTE: This column is for everyone who has a brief story or message that
they would like to share with their colleagues. So don’t hesitate to send in
your vignettes. Thanks. Dan Hood.

AROUND THE GLOBE
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YMAA Qualified Active Instructors:
(12/15/02)
MASTER: Shaolin/Taijiquan
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming 
INSTRUCTORS:
Shaolin
Jeffery Bolt (Houston, TX)
George Dominguez (Boston, MA)
Taijiquan
Jeffery Bolt (Houston, TX)
Jeffrey Pratt (Boston, MA)
Jeffrey Rosen (Boston, MA)
Roger Whidden (Marshfield, MA)
Vadas Mihaly (Hungary)
Shaolin ASST. INSTRUCTORS
Adam Dzieciatko (Gdansk, Poland)
Adam Wypart (Katowice, Poland)
Alex Kiesel (Andover, MA)
Bartlomiej Grad (Krakow, Poland)
Christopher Fazzio (Andover, MA)
Celso Barja (Portugal)
Corlius Birkill (South Africa)
James O’Leary (Boston, MA)
James Yang (Boston, MA)
Jaroslaw Koza (Gdynia, Poland)
John Gilbert Jones (Seattle, WA)
Karol Lubecki (Gdynia, Poland)
Kazimierz Szyrowski (Poland)
Krzysztof Marcinek (Gdansk, Poland)
Maciej Ciesielski (Gdynia, Poland)
Makula Zsolt (Hungary)
Marek Sadowski (Gdynia, Poland)
Mark Seidel (Scranton, PA)
Mariusz Sroczynski
Mike Orlandella (Boston, MA)
Mike Vasicek
Narcyz Latecki (Acton, MA)
Pawel Antonowicz (Gdansk, Poland)
Pedro Rodrigues (Portugal)
Piotr Czerepuk (Gdansk, Poland)
Rafal Kulbalka (Gdansk, Poland)
Rafal Szulkowski (Sopot, Poland)
Ramel Rones (Boston, MA)
Ravi Dixit (Boston, MA)
Robert Was (Krakow, Poland)
Simon Pang (Boston, MA)
Tai D. Ngo (Boston, MA)
Targos Mariusz (Wroclaw, Poland)
Tomir Kaczmarek (Poland)
Victor Casqueiro (Portugal)
Zbigniew Panasewicz (Krakow Poland)
Taijiquan
Adam Wypart (Poland)
Alex Kiesel (Andover, MA)
Barbara Wypart (Poland)
Carol Shearer-Best (Boston, MA)
Charles Yotte (Paris, France)
Chris Hartgrove (Boston MA)
Corlius Birkill (South Africa)
Dennis Willmont (Boston, MA)
Florence Leonard (Paris, France)
Gerard Ashe (Boston, MA)
Harold Dupuis (Paris, France)
James Noble (Boston, MA)
James O’ Leary (Boston, MA)
Jaroslaw Koza (Poland)
Jean-Louis Laneres (Paris, France)   
John Redmond (Derry, NH)
Joseph Best Jr. (Boston, MA)
Kazimierz Szyrowski (Gdansk, Poland)
Kovesdi Andras (Hungary)
Ludovico Romeo (Napoli, Italy)
Marek Sadowski   
Marius Sroczynski (Warsaw, Poland)
Mark Falco (Andover, MA)
Mark Rits (Boston, MA)
Nicole Laneres (Paris, France)
Pascal Plee (Paris, France)
Paul Blake III (Andover, MA)
Paul Mahoney (Boston, MA)
Pedro Rodrigues (Portugal)
Pedro Graca (Portugal)
Phil Goldman (Boston, MA)
Piotr Ziemba (Poland) 
Ramel Rones (Boston, MA)
Robert Was (Krakow, Poland)
Sarkozi Ildiko (Budapest, Hungary)
Victor Casqueiro (Portugal)
Victor Marques (Charenton, France)
Chin Na
Aaron Damus
Charles Yotte
Corlius Birkill
David W. Grantham
David Camara
Douglas Johnstone
Glenn Burleson
Jim Noble 
Joseph Caulfield

Mark Rits
Michael Vasicek
Mike Johnstone, Nick Woolley, 
Pascal  Plee, Paul Green, 
Stephen Frankel and Victor Marques
COACH INSTRUCTORS:
Pascal Plee (Paris, France)
Pascal Mongellaz (Martinique)
Milan Vigil (Memphis, TN)
Parviz Sassanian (Holland)
Erik Elsemans (Belgium)
Carol Stephenson (Dublin, Ireland)
Lewis Paleias (Hollywood, FL)
Richard Levesque (Quebec, Canada)

YMAA Headquarters Locations

YMAA International Headquarters
38 Hyde Park Avenue
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 USA
Director: Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Tel: (617) 524-8892
Fax: (617) 524-8049
email: ymaaboston@aol.com

YMAA East European Headquarters
ul. J. Kustronia 50
30-433 Krakow Poland
Director: Robert Was
Tel/Fax: +48 12 2604020 or 4021
email: ymaa@cis.com.pl

YMAA French Headquarters
Academie d’Arts Martiaux
34, rue de la Montagne 
Ste Genevieve, 75005 Paris France
Director: Pascal Plee
Tel: 1 44 41 63 20 Fax: 1 44 41 63 22

YMAA Portugal Amadora
Rua Moreira Cardoso, No2, 1-Apt. 4
Quinta Do Borel, 2720-388 Amadora
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel/Fax: 351 214956123
Email: ymaap@netc.pt
wwwymaaPortugal.com

YMAA African Headquarters
PO Box 12143
Hatfield, Pretoria, 0028
Director: Corlius Birkill
Tel/Fax: 27(0)12 362 5568
Email: school@ymaasa.co.za
www.ymaasa.co.za

YMAA Branch Schools (America)

YMAA No. Andover
65 Flagship Dr., S-B
N. Andover, MA  01845
Director: Alex Kiesel
Tel: (978) 725-3600
Fax: (978) 725-8929
email: yangsandov@aol.com
www.yangsandover.com

YMAA Marshfield
822 Webster Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
Director: Roger Whidden
Tel: (781) 834-9161

YMAA Houston
9521 Westheimer #379
Houston, TX 77063
Director: Jeffery A. Bolt
Tel: (713) 781-4483
Fax: (713) 781-4487

YMAA Tulsa
11204 E. 13th St.
Tulsa, Ok. 74128-4840
Director: Thomas Bowman
Tel: (918) 437-3949
Fax: (918) 855-4222
Email: ymaatulsa@intcon.net

East Europe

YMAA Hungary, Budapest 1
Leanyfalu Pf. 32 
2016 Budapest, Hungary
Director: Vadas Mihaly
Tel/Fax: +36 26 314 403
email: vadasm@elender.hu

YMAA Hungary
Csan Buddhista Kozosseg
1111 Budapest, Krusper u. 9.
Director: Lofti Farhad
FAX: + 36 26 380 221

YMAA Hungary, Dunaujvaros
Bocksai Istvan u. 1./D 3./3. 
2400 Hungary
Directors: Kovesdi Andras/Horvath
Peter
Tel: +36 70 211 8550
Email: andras_kovesdi@egon.gylaoglo

YMAA Poland Gdansk Ujescisko
ul. Plocka 5/7
81-180 Gdansk Ujescisko Poland
Director: Piotr Czerepuk
Tel: 48 58 309 98 55

YMAA Poland, Wroclaw
ul. Parafialna 65/11
52-233 Wroclaw, Poland
Director: Mariusz Targos
Tel: 0480601-061-228
email: ymaa@ymaa.wroc.pl

YMAA Poland, Gdansk-1
ul. Dabrowszczakow 30M/14
80-364 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Kazimierz Szyrowski
Mobile Tel: + 48 602 701 886
Tel: + 48 58 553 74 19

YMAA Poland, Gdansk-2
ul. Myczkowskiego 5/7
80-215 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Pawel Antonowicz
Tel: 48 58 347 69 99

YMAA Poland, Gdansk Wrzeszcz
ul. Myczkowskiego 4/28
Director: Adam Dzieciatko
Tel: +48 0-1033-58 345-73-97
Mobile Tel: +48 0-502-895-172
email: adam@ymaa.prv.pl
website: www.ymaa.prv.pl
YMAA Poland, Gdansk-4
ul. Skiby 5d/5
80-617 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Krzysztof Marcinek
Tel: +48 58 305 96 32

YMAA Poland, Warszawa
Osrodek ÒDEESISÓ Ul. Panska 75
00-834 Warszawa, Poland
Director: Mariusz Sroczynski
Tel: 48 604 855 400
email: ymaawarszawa@kki.net.pl
www.ymaa.warszawa.prv.pl

YMAA Poland, Sopot-Gdynia
ul. Burzynskiego 3C/9
80-462 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Rafal Szulkowski
Tel: + 48 58 346 84 11
Fax: + 48 5018 66313
email: szulkowski@poczta.onet.pl
www.kreatif.com.pl/ymaa

YMAA Poland Gdynia
ul. Przebendowskich 31A
81-543 Gdynia, Poland
Tel: +48 58 664 98 08
Mobile: +48 501 668 653
email: mmeyen@wp.pl
YMAA Poland, Katowice
ul. Piastowska 3/14
40-005 Katowice, Poland
Director: Adam Wypart
Tel: + 48 32 203 30 13
Tel: + 48 603 670 254
email: www.ymaa.pl

West Europe

YMAA Portugal, CGDAF
C.C. Babilonia
R Elias Garcia, 362-D, Bloco A-4o
2700-377 Amadora
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel/Fax: 351 214989810
www.ymaaPortugal.com

YMAA Portugal, Lisboa
Ginasio Mega Craque, Clube Faia
R. Prof. Benyo Jesus Caraca
Telheiras-1600 Lisboa
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel: 351 217567440
Fax: 351 217567453
email: ginasioscraque@ip.pt
www.ymaaPortugal.com

YMAA France, Charenton-AMT
22 rue Jean Moulin
94 300 Vincennes, France
Director: Victor Marques
Tel: 06 82 04 33 11
email: ymaacharenton.com

YMAA Italy, Napoli
Via C. Carelli 18
80128 Napoli, Italy
Director: Ludovico Romeo
Tel: 081 5763521
Fax: 081 5789336
email: ymaanapoli@libero.it

YMAA Provisional Schools

North America

YMAA Florida
3171 Emerald Lane
North Port, FL  34286
Director: Brian Ahern
Tel: (941) 423-4446

YMAA-Florida Gold Coast
1801 s. Ocean Drive #608
Hollywood, FL  33019
Director: Lewis Paleias
Tel/Fax: (954) 925-8743
email:cloud chi@aol.com

YMAA Memphis
P. O. Box 11532
Memphis, TN 38111
Director: Milan Vigil
Tel: (901) 332-3311
email: ymaamemphis@yahoo.com

YMAA - Raleigh
104 Hoboken Ct. Apex, NC 27502
Director: Henry Lai
Tel: (919) 387-4193
email:ymaa_raleigh@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/ymaa_raleigh

YMAA CT-RI
24 Pierce Street, Westerly, RI 02891
Director: Brian Cooper
Tel: (860) 535-4900
Fax: (860) 535-9110

YMAA Canada, Quebec
616B St-Vallier
Ouest Quebec, PQ, G1N 1C5
Director: Richard Levesque
Tel/Fax: (418) 529-9258
email: ymaa.canada@3web.net

YMAA Canada Val-Alain, Quebec
11745E Rang Val-Alain
Quebec GOS 3HO
Director: Richard Levesque
Tel/FAX: (418)529-9258
email: ymaa.canada@3web.net

YMAA Canada, Toronto
Director: Csaba Melnyak
Tel: (416)567-8849
email: ymaatoronto@sympatico.ca
YMAA Caraibe
24 rue de la Ferme
97200 Fort De France
Director: Pascal Mongellaz
Martinique (French West Indies)

East Europe

YMAA Poland, Gniezno
ul. Cierpiegi 23/4
62-200 Gniezno, Poland
Director: Piotr Ziemba
Tel 1: 48 61 424 29 17
Tel 2: 48 603 07 17 11
Fax: + 48 61 4251084

YMAA Poland, Belchatow
ul. Klonowa 20
97-400 Belchatow, Poland
Director: Mariusz Kwasniewski
Tel: 48 44 632 38 15

YMAA Cedry Wielke - Poland
ul. wirki i Wigury 14d/1
80-463 Gdansk Zaspa 
Director: Piotr Pohnke
Tel: $48 58 683 62 86

YMAA Hungary, Budapest 2
XI. Krusper U.9
Budapest, Hungary
Director:  Lotfi Farhad
Tel: +36 302 2426

YMAA Hungary, Balatonlelle
Balatonlelle, Hungary
Director: Borbelly Attila
Tel: 85 354 156

West Europe

YMAA Portugal, Almada
Academia Almadense
Apartado 747
2800-603 Almada, Portugal
Director: Tony Richard
email:almada@ymaaPortugal.com
www.ymaaPortugal.com

YMAA France, Toulouse
18 Boulevard de la Gare
31000 Toulouse, France
Director: Bonne Bruno
Tel: 05 63 33 59 95
email: ymaatoulouse@aol.com

YMAA France, Marennes
11 bis Rue du Colt Lucas
17320 Marennes,France
Director: Giroir Didier
Tel: 05 46 47 42 82

YMAA Holland, Enschede
Roerstraat 14
7523 TM  Enschede, Holland
Director: Parviz Sassanian
Tel & Fax: 31 53 430 24 26

YMAA Italy, Rome
Via Flavio Stilicone 213
00139 Rome, Italy
Director: Allesandro Lori
Tel: +39 3403522325
email: ymaaitaly@tiscali.it 
www.ymaaitaly.it

YMAA Ireland, Dublin
28 The Lawns Woodbrook Glen Bray
Co. Wicklow
Director: Paul Moran
Tel: 011 3531 2814901
email: longfist@scmaa.ie
www.longfist.com

YMAA Ireland, Galway
245 Castle Park
Ballybane, Galway
Director: David Joyce
Tel: 353 91 770246

YMAA London
7 Spaniards Cove
London NW12 6th
United Kingdom
Director: Olivier E. Pardo
Daytime Tel: 0209 269 3431 
Evening Tel: 0208 209 0169
email: ymaalondon@hotmail.com 

YMAA, UK, Liverpool
6, Meadway
Netherton, Merseyside
United Kingdom  L30 1SE
Director: Thomas William Conlan
Tel: 0044 015 1476 6913
email: ymaaliverpool@hotmail.com
www.liverpooltaichi.mersinet.co.uk

YMAA, UK, Chester
The Old Chapel off Houle Lane
Chester, Cheshire England
Director: Mark Delamere
Tel/Fax: 01244 851 413
email: mark@corestar.fsnet.co.uk

YMAA Belgium, Leuven
Uilekot 26
B-3210, Lubbeek
Director: Erik Elsemans
Cell Phone: +32 (0)497 46 26 22
Fax: +32 (0)16 65 70 10
email: ymaabelgium@hotmail.com
web site: www.ymaa.be

Africa
YMAA Winchester Hills
404 Devereaux Ave
Winchester Hills, Exit 1
Johannesburg
Director: Mark van den Berg
Tel: +27(0)11 433 9079
Cell: 082 773 8521
email: mvdberg@aarl.co.za

South America
YMAA Chile
Jesus 755, La Reiha
Santiago, Chile
Director: Efrain Telias Gutierrez
Tel/Fax:  56 2 2275462
email: ymaachile@hotmail.com
www.geocities.com/ymaachile/index.html

YMAA Venezuela
Calle Bolivar
Centro Comercial San Antonio #93
San Antonio de los Altos
Director:  Luis Efrem Nunez A.
Tel: 582 373-4578
Fax: 582 383-4232
email:ymaavenezuela@cantv.net
YMAA Argentina
TTE. Gral. J.D.Peron 1252 - 4th Fl. 52
(1038) Capital Federal
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Director:  Mario Schwarz
Tel/Fax: (114) 372-4785
email: acupuntores@ciudad.com.ar
Middle East
YMAA Iran
P.O. Box 16315-1867
Tehran, Iran
Director: Shermin Rezaei-Dorji
Tel/Fax:  0098 21 8767966
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Editor’s Corner
Despite the drismal weather, World Tai Chi and Qigong Day in Framing-
ham, Mass., April 12, 2003 was not a washout as most people feared it
would be. This very important annual event designed to bring practition-
ers together turned out to be a successful affair. The mass events that were
held in cities worldwide provided a uniquely photogenic story to cover,
which in turn enabled organizers to provide T'ai Chi information to the
media to share with the larger public. Bill Campbell, Tai Chi practition-
er and local organizer said, “This translates into hundreds of thousands
and even millions being exposed to T'ai Chi camp, helpful qigong infor-
mation and healing benefits.” You’ll be hearing more about World Tai Chi
and Qigong Day in YMAA’s September newsletter. (Also see page 6 of this
newsletter.)

Dan Hood
YMAA News

4354 Washington St.
Roslindale, MA 02131 USA

fax: (617) 323-7417

Attention Authors
YMAA Publication Center continues to seek manuscripts on Martial

Arts and Qigong. If you’ve got a book to publicize, let us know.
Write or e-mail

David Ripianzi/YMAA Acquisitions Dept.
4354 Washington St.

Roslindale, MA. 02131 USA
e-mail: davidr@ymaa.com
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YMAA PUBLICATIONS CENTER
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